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Join us tomorrow, Thursday June 18th, for a talk with
Rasheedah Phillips (Black Quantum Futurism) and Olivia
McGilchrist, as part of the exhibition Some Ellipses.

TALK
Thursday, June 18th, 12 pm – 1 pm
Live via our Facebook page

Rasheedah Phillips (Black Quantum Futurism) and Olivia
McGilchrist will take part in a lunchtime discussion as part of
the exhibition Some Ellipses, visible until June 28th.

"Here, now, but also there, the artists propose turning the
senses both inwards and outwards in an immersive
experience of deprogramming expectations. In X-cosmos-X,
screens and video overlap, multiplying textures and
dimensions to inundate the senses. The underwater
environments form a fluid topography, eminently immersive,
conducive to contemplation; a wandering cosmos, a
transitory state responsive to the flow of matter. In Black
Womxn Temporal Portal, the virtual mingles with the IRL [1],
forming an Afrofuturist sanctuary where black female,
female and non-binary bodies can finally belong. Past,
present and future dimensions are incorporated into a
timeless vortex, forming a capsule where the mystical
memory of a still speculative future can be forged." – Marilou
Craft

Black Quantum Futurism is a multi-disciplinary collective
from Philadelphia comprised of black artists Camae Ayewa
(who also performs as Moor Mother) and Rasheedah
Phillips (who is also an author, activist, and community
advocate).

Olivia McGilchrist is a Franco-Jamaican white multimedia
artist and educator who addresses issues of identity and
incarnation through virtual reality and video installation.

Marilou Craft is an author / translator / playwright / feminist /
black / queer / Montrealer.
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